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Geostrophic adjustment and overturning circulations with continuous 
stratification.   
 
 The equation we worked with for waves and geostrophic adjustment of a 1-layer fluid is 

  
  

ηtt − gH0∇
2η + f 2η = f 2η0 − fH0ζ0

= − fH0
2Q0 '  

where Q0’ is the initial potential vorticity (PV),  Q0’ = ζ0/H0
 -  f η0/H0

2 the linearized form of 
the exact 1-layer PV,  (f + ζ)/h.  An intermediate step toward this was the equation 

  ηtt − gH 0∇
2η + fH 0ζ = 0  

where the vertical vorticity  ζ appears in the equation for surface elevation (η is 
proportional to pressure, in this hydrostatic dynamics).  
   We now follow the same pattern with the fully stratified fluid, writing density as   

ρ =  ρ0(z) + ρ’(x, y, z, t) 
and the corresponding hydrostatic pressure as  
  p = p0 + p’(x, y, z, t) 
Both the mean rest-state pressure and p’ associated with fluid motion are hydrostatic.   
We assume the fluid to be incompressible.   
 
The 5 equations for u, v, w, p’, ρ’  are 
((i) ut – fv       = -p’x/ ρ0  
(ii)

 
vt + fu      = -p’y/ ρ0 

(iii)           0       = -p’z   – gρ’ 
(iv)      ρ’t +w ρ0,Z = 0 
 (v)    ux + vy +wz = 0 
 
 
The final two together express mass conservation for an incompressible fluid.  (iv) is the 
linearized form of Dρ/Dt = 0, and (v) follows from this. These are differentiated as in the 
1-layer case, eliminating all but the pressure p’. The x-derivative of x-MOM plus y-
derivative of y-MOM gives an equation for the horizontal divergence.  The cross-
derivatives give an equation for the vertical vorticity ζ.  These two equations are keys to 
understanding time-dependent dynamics of ocean and atmosphere, and relate closely to 
observations:   from the curl of the horizontal MOM equation (∇ X horiz MOM): 

 ζt  =  fwz                 
which can be written     ζt  = -fD                    (2) 
where    D = ux + vy   
is the horizontal divergence of the velocity field. For incompressible fluid,  D= -wz  is  
also the vertical stretching.  Here we use the Boussinesq approximation and assume  
linearization of the equations; more generally replace ζt by the full time derivative 
following the fluid, Dζ/Dt.   



   The second equation intermediate between the ‘primitive equations’ above and our final 
equation is the horizontal divergence equation, found by forming the horizontal 
divergence of the horizontal momentum equation,     ∇2.(horiz MOM   eqn); 

       Dt =  fζ − ρ0
−1∇2

2p                                (3) 
Here ∇2 is the horizontal gradient, (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y). The horizontal divergence equation (3) and 
vorticity equation (2) are complementary and interactive with one another.   Using the MASS 
conservation equation,  equation (iv), and hydrostatic balance (iii) we can eliminate wz = -D 
from (3): 
    
   Dt    =   -wzt = ρ’tt/ρo,z = -p’ztt/(gρ0,z) 
and this turns (3) into 

   ρ0
−1∇2

2p '− [p 'ztt / gρ0,z ]z − fζ = 0
           (4) 

Finally we turn the vorticity equation into a potential vorticity  (PV) equation by writing the 
horizontal divergence D in terms of its effect on the density field (by vertical stretching), 
using (iv).  Thus ∂/∂z of (iv) and (2) give 
        ρ0,Z(f ρ’Z/ρ0,Z  + ζ)t = 0                                          (5)               
which is the linearized form of the full PV conservation equation. For PV use the symbol 
q(x,y,z,t).   Use (iii), ρ’ = -p’z/g and take the time-derivative of (4),  and just as with the 1-
layer problem we use PV to relate the ζ  term to the pressure field p’: 
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Here the subscripts are derivatives, and ρ0,z is dρ0/dz. ∇22 = ∂2/∂x2+ ∂2/∂y2. This is both a 
wave equation and a statement about vorticity and steady geostrophic flows.  We will 
simplify it for the case of vertical length scale << the scale height of the mean stratification,  
H << HS.  HS ~ 8 km for the atmosphere and ~ 200 km for the ocean so this is often not a 
bad approximation.  The equation simplifies to 

   

∂
∂t
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             (6)
 

 
This is a remarkably simple equation considering its generality.   
 
 Internal inertial-gravity waves.   If we set the bracketed term [   ] 
equal to zero we have a wave equation with coefficients that may vary in z. Consider the 
case of uniform stratification, N = constant (how does ρ0 vary in z in this case?).  Look 
for separated solutions of the form either 
   p’ (x, y, z, t) becomes => p’(x, y, t)cos mz  or  p’(x, y, t)exp(imz) 
Then the equation becomes 

   ∂
∂t

p 'tt− cm
2∇2p '+ f 2p '⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = 0  



where cm
2 = N2/m2. We shall see that cm is the horizontal phase propagation speed of long 

internal gravity waves.  This gives us a theory for internal waves in a rotating stratified 
fluid;  substitute a trial solution in eqn. (6), p’ = Am exp(ikx +ily +imz –iσt) to give: 
o Dispersion relation 
o group velocity in 3 dimensions 
o waves crests are perpendicular to the 3-dimensional  (k, l, m) wavenumber vector 
o fluid velocity is parallel with wave crests 
 
    We will return to the wave problem later.  This formulation assumes hydrostatic 
pressure balance in the vertical direction, but the general case is only slightly modified. 
 
 Finding the geostrophic part of the equation. The time-derivative in eqn. (6) can 
be integrated, so that the term in brackets [  ]  is equal to the same term at an initial time, t 
= 0.   Let’s step back in order to understand this.  Just like the 1-layer geostrophic 
adjustment problem,  eqn. (4) for with the Boussinesq approximation is 

∇2p '+ p 'zztt / N
2 − ρ0 fζ = 0                                      (4’) 

      Now, as in the 1-layer case, we develop a new version of the vorticity equation by 
expressing the vertical stretching term wz  as a change in the thickness of a layer between 
two nearby constant density surfaces (we will soon improve this by using potential 
density). This thickness is exactly the “h” in 1-layer potential vorticity,  (f + ζ)/h.   Here 
our expression for thickness is inversely proportional to the vertical density gradient, 
∂ρ/∂z, as can be seen by sketching a vertical section showing constant density surfaces.  
The new PV is written  as  

       PV ≡ q(x, y, z, t) = ρ0
−1( f +ζ ) ∂ρ

∂z
 

This is the Ertel-Rossby potential vorticity*.  It is conserved following a fluid 
particle   moving horizontally and vertically, except for viscous dissipation, diffusion of 

heat or salt, or external forces:        DqDt = 0  
 This will be slightly modified in general by using potential density in the last term.  For 
our linearized problem, this becomes eqn. (5),  

    ∂
∂t
q(x, y, z, t) ≈ ρ0

−1 ∂
∂t
( f ∂ρ '

∂z
+ζ ∂ρ0

∂z
) = 0  

Conservation of PV then gives 

   f ∂ρ '
∂z

+ζ ∂ρ0
∂z

= f ∂ρ '
∂z
|t=0 +ζ

∂ρ0
∂z
|t=0  

the righthand side being the initial conditions set at time t=0.  .  With it we rewrite the 
final term in equation (4) using PV conservation,   
 
            ρ0f (ζ- ζ|t=0) =  - ρ0f2(ρ’z – ρ’z|t=0)/ρ0,Z   = - f2/N2 (p’zz - p’zz | t=0) 
 
Finally our equation (2)  becomes   



 N 2∇2
2p '+ p 'zztt+ f 2p 'zz = f 2p 'zz |t=0 −N

2 f ρ0ζ |t=0
               (7) 

The righthand side is (ρ0fg) q|t=0 proportional to the initial potential vorticity, q, of the 
fluid. This now leads to exactly the procedure used in the 1 layer problem when we again 
separate out the vertical structure of the waves and geostrophic flow letting p’ vary as 
cos(mz) in the vertical:  
   p’(x, y, z, t) =>  p’(x, y, t) cos(mz). 
 For simplicity say that the initial vorticity ζ vanishes.    

                                (8) 
where now cm

2 = N2/m2 is the horizontal phase speed of long, hydrostatic internal gravity 
waves without rotation, f.  For comparison, the equation for geostrophic adjustment of a 
1-layer, constant density fluid with a free upper surface η(x, y, t) from the previous 
lectures, and Gill §7.2. 

 ηtt − c0
2∇2η + f 2η = ( f 2η) |t=0    (9) 

where c0
2 =gH is the horizontal phase propagation speed of long hydrostatic gravity 

waves.  In essence the equation for η gives the barotropic mode of the fluid and the   
which still exists in the stratified case, and is still a vital part of atmosphere/ocean 
dynamics. 
 
   Rossby radius. The ‘low-frequency’ part of equations (7) and (8), dropping the term 
with two time-derivatives, has terms which describe the relation between vertical and 
horizontal scales of a geostrophic, baroclinic flow. Scale analysis shows that the ratio of 
the 1st and 3d terms in eqn. (7) is   
          NHs/fL  
If the ratio is 1, the two components of potential vorticity have comparable sizes: relative 
vorticity and the ‘vertical stretching’ term are comparable.  Define the Rossby radius, Ld, 
for a stratified fluid as  
    Ld = NHs/f  
which, again, is the ratio of a horizontal phase speed of an internal gravity wave with 
vertical scale Hs and Coriolis frequency f.   Ld is the typical horizontal scale of the most 
energetic eddies, jet streams and boundary currents of the atmosphere/ocean system.  It 
depends on the choice of Hs but that is observed to be typically a few hundred meters in 
the ocean and a few km (perhaps the scale height RT/g) in the atmosphere.  So there are 
now a whole range of Rossby radii, for flows with a range of vertical scales.   
 
  The dominant horizontal scale of atmospheric synoptic eddies and jets is ~ 1000km, 
which is roughly 10 times that of the dominant oceanic eddies and boundary currents. 
This simply reflects the greater stratification, greater N, of the atmosphere.  
 
  Recall that p’ is a streamfunction for the horizontal geostrophic flow, and (1/ρ0f) ł2

2p’ 
is the vertical vorticity  ζ  ( note that p’/ρ0f  is the geostrophic streamfunction  ψ and  
ł2

2ψ = ζ).  The term f2p’zz represents the vertical stretching part of the potential vorticity, 

p 'tt −
N 2

m 2
∇2

2 p '+ f 2 p ' = f 2 p '|t=0



PV.  Its conservation is what favors eddies and currents with the aspect ratio Hs/L ~ f/N, 
as in the yellow vortex shown below. 
 
*  The most general form of the PV (our variable q) conservation equation is  

                            Dq
Dt

= 0; q = ρ−1 ω a •∇θ ≡ ρ−1∇ • (

ω aθ )

                                 (10)
 

where 

ω a = ∇× u + 2


Ω  is the ‘absolute vorticity’, that is relative vorticity plus planetary 

vorticity and θ is potential density (or potential temperature in the atmosphere).  Forcing 
and friction, diffusion, mixing can be included: see Haynes & McIntyre,  J.Atmos. Sci. 
1987, 1990.  Note that this form of q is entirely the same as our q = (f + ζ)/h form for 
quasi-geostrophic flows, where 


ω a ≈ (ζ + f )ẑ  and h ~ θ/(∂θ/∂z) is the vertical thickness 

between two nearby potential density surfaces. 
 
The equation for p’ gives an infinity of baroclinic modes which can describe a wide range 
of waves, vortices and steady geostrophic circulations.  The full nonlinear problem is yet 
to come, but this is a giant step in that direction.  
    Equation (6)  is quite general, but it is for hydrostatic (H/L)2 <<1, linearized, 
Boussinesq flows.  
 The more general non-hydrostatic version is very similar and describes the full 
range of internal waves (up to frequency N).  Simply replace the term  pzztt  by (pxx + pyy 
+ pzz)tt  , that is,  ∇32ptt where ∇3

2(  )  is the full 3-dimensional Laplacian operator.  (+++) 
 
   
  Geostrophic adjustment of a stratified, sinusoidal initial density field.  If we take the 
example solved in the 1-layer model, a sin (k0x) variation of the initial density field, we 
also let it vary sinusoidally in z, like cos (m0z): 
   p’|t=0 = A sin k0x cos m0z 
  With no y-variation in the initial fields we expect the solution to evolve with none          
(though as before there has to be velocity v in the y-direction).  Thus we can follow the 1-
layer result, defining homogeneous (waves) and particular (mean flow) parts of the 
solution.  Look for a solution  

p’ = p’P sin k0x cos m0z + p’H sin k0x cos m0z cos σt 
 Substituting in eqn. (4) gives 

   P
P =   Af2/[ f2 +cm

2 k0
2 ]   

   PH =  -Af2/[ f2 +cm
2 k0

2 ]    
so the full solution is 

   
where σ is the frequency of free (hydrostatic) internal waves with the wavenumbers of 
the initial condition,    

σ2 = f2 + N2k0
2/m0

2 
and  

Ld = cm/f  = Nk0/m0 

p '(x ,z , t )= A(
1+ k0

2Ld 2 cosσ t
1+ k0

2Ld 2
)sink0x cosm0z



is the  Rossby deformation radius for the stratified fluid, defined at vertical wavenumber 
m0.   The subscript in m0 is just to remind us that we matched the evolving solution to the 
wavenumbers of the initial conditions.  
 
    Once again this theory is hydrostatic, but we could easily incorporate the full range of 
internal waves by using the generalized equation above (++).   
 
    These sin x cos z solutions can be added up by Fourier analysis to make a compact, 
isolated initial condition like a region of mixed fluid or region set up by convection.  This 
is readily done in the GFD lab, with an injected yellow fluid entering a stratified, rotating 
fluid in a tall cylinder. Images (http://www.ocean.washington.edu/courses/oc512/gfd1-
2009.html ) show the subsequent gravitational collapse and rotation of the vortex created.   
In the figure below the injected fluid is a circular, ‘flying saucer’ rotating about its center 
anticyclonically   (here viewed from the side, the red arrows show the radial outflow 
while the curved arrows the sense of rotation of the lens-like vortex). 
 
 
 
 
 

                                 
 
    There is important new dynamics in the stratified problem (for example, thermal wind 
balance for the time-mean geostrophic flow and a significant overturning circulation in 
the (x,z) plane), however the analysis follows closely the one-layer problem. This useful 
similarity will follow through much of GFD:  baroclinic modes of flow and waves with 
horizontal structure much like the one-layer barotropic problem.  Fourier analysis enables 
us to add up these sine-wave solutions to show the geostrophic adjustment of an isolated 
patch of (for example) mixed fluid (fluid that has been stirred to make a lump of constant 
density, which is squeezed by the stratification, expands horizontally and starts spinning 
due to the figure skater effect.  Eventual geostrophic balance of this spinning anticyclonic 
vortex develops quickly (1/f timescale) and its width increases by Ld in the process. See 
the GFD lab demo images of this very experiment on the class website.  
 



     Overturning circulation.  The strongest velocity resides in the gestrophic, horizontal 
flow and nearly horizontal velocity in the low-frequency internal waves.  This flow is 
dominantly in the (x,y) plane.  But it is the overturning circulation (u,w) in the (x,z) plane 
that creates the horizontal flow. As in the 1-layer problem, initial contours of constant 
density, unbalanced by any velocity,  begin to slump toward the horizontal.  This vertical 
motion creates horizontal divergence which is then acted upon by Coriolis forces.  The 
overturning circulation rotates the horizontal velocity to the right (northern hemisphere), 
toward a state of geostrophic balance.  The overturning can be solved  and plotted as a 
stream-function in the vertical (x, z) plane.  u is found from p’ and w is found from the 
density equation:  w dρ0/dz = -∂ρ’/∂t   and hydrostatic z-MOM conservation,  ∂p’/∂z = -
gρ’.  So, w = -(1/ρ0N2) ∂2p’/∂z∂t  where N2 = -(g/ρ0)dρ0/dz 
 
   Recall that the azimuthal velocity of the symmetric vortex shown here changes by an 
amount  f δr for a ring of fluid moving  a radial distance δr. This is an anticyclonic 
tendency for the yellow outflow, yet above and below the main vortex there will be 
horizontal convergence (radial inflow), and hence we can end up with a triple-decker 
vortex,  two cyclones with an anticyclone in between.   It all depends on the overturning 
circulation.  
 
     What kind of initial conditions (here, the initial unbalanced density field) do you 
suppose will create the strongest velocity field?   As in the one-layer model, an initial 
condition with zero velocity and a lump of vertical displacement with horizontal scale L 
will create neglibly small geostrophic flow if either L>>Ld or L<< Ld.  In the 2d extreme 
it all goes into waves and in the 1st extreme the APE is locked up and not released.  So it 
is the intermediate scales L = Ld that create the strongest circulation. As above this 
utilizes something like ½ the initial APE, and the currents have strength  ~  gρ’|t=0/ρ0Ν. 
 
     To work this out, look at the mass conservation equation for the case when there is no 
variation in the y-direction (as in the example above).  Then  with incompressible fluid, 
                                                ux + wz =0       (11) 
As the density surfaces ‘slump’ toward the horizontal, they create a w field and hence a u 
field.  The y-momentum equation is 
   vt   +  fu  = -(1/ρ0)p’y = 0. 
So, integrate with respect to time to find 
   δv = -fδx 
as we have seen with rings of air moving toward the North Pole,  the acceleration of the 
v-velocity, to come to geostrophic balance, is directly tied to the overturning circulation 
and δx.  A scale analysis of (11) gives 
              u/L ~ w/Hs  or  δx/Lδt ~ - δη/Hsδt   =>  δx ~ L/Hs δη 
where L and Hs are the horizontal and vertical scales of the velocity field. η is the vertical 
displacement of the fluid surface in the 1-layer case and of an isopycnal surface in the 
stratified case.  Now we found for the 1 layer problem and for the stratified problem that  
   δη = ηp – η0  =  η0 (1/(1+L2/Ld2))  
where Ld is the Rossby radius and ηp is the balanced geostrophic (particular) solution; in 
the stratified case L = 1/k0 and Ld = NHs/f .  Therefore 
  δv =  -fδx ~ -fL/Hsδη = -(fL/Hs) η0 (1/(1+L2/Ld2)) 



    = -(η0/Hs) (fL/(1+L2/Ld2)) 
This is a function of L sort of like x/(1+x2) which goes to zero for large and small x, and 
is maximal at x=1.  The v-velocity that emerges goes to zero for L/Ld either very large or 
very small; either the initial conditions change only slightly, making little overturning for 
L/Ld >>1 or the initial conditions propagate away in waves almost entirely (for L/Ld 
<<1).  So it is where L/Ld =1 that we get the strongest geostrophic circulation!   
 
   This result helps to explain why the dominant eddies and boundary currents have a 
scale close to Ld:  1000 km in the atmosphere and 100 km in the oceans. The large scale 
distribution of dense and less dense fluid finds ways to break into smaller structures that 
have the greatest possible kinetic energy.  Of course there are other effects like Rossby 
wave dynamics and non-geostrophic effects that affect the length-scales of circulations, 
but the Rossby radius controls some of the most exciting parts of the circulation. 
    
 
    To repeat, if  L >>Ld   where L = 1/k0 is the horizontal length scale of the density 
variations, then the initial conditions are already close to geostrophic balance and only a 
slight slumping occurs.  Small-scale initial density variations, conversely, excite mostly 
internal gravity/inertial waves which propagate both horizontally and vertically.  With the 
sine-wave initial conditions we don’t see changes in length scale or propagation ‘away’ 
from the initial disturbed density field.  If we add up many sine-wave components to 
create an isolated ‘bump’ in the density field, both of these effects will occur.   The ‘Gill 
problem’ of an initial step-shaped displacement in η can be carried out for the stratified 
problem as well; indeed, combining two steps to make a ‘top-hat’ initial η0(x) works too. 
But it is Fourier analysis that allows us to solve for any initial condition, so long as the 
linearized hydrostatic equations are valid. 
 
   Energy balance.  Continuing the analogy with the 1-layer problem, notice that the 
potential energy for the fully stratified fluid is found analogous to ∫ρgη2dx (Gill § 6.7) 

ρΦdz∫∫ = ρgzdz∫∫ dx

= g (ρ0 (z)+ ρ '(x, z, t))zdz∫∫ dx

≈ 1
2 g

ρ '2

dρ0 / dz∫∫ dxdz + const

= 1
2
g2ρ '2

ρ0N
2∫∫ dxdz + const

 

The linearized forms (last two) are best derived from the linearized MOM and MASS 
equations: see Gill 6.7.  But notice the connection between the vertical displacement z’ of 
a fluid parcel and its density perturbation ρ’ = - z’ dρ0/dz.   This helps to understand the 
relationship between the 1-layer PE, proportional to η2, and the stratified APE (available 
potential energy). 
 



     Energy ratio.  Scale analysis of the APE shows that APE/KE in a geostrophic, 
baroclinic vortex ~ (NHs/fL)2 = (Ld/L)2, once again the same result as with a one-layer 
fluid, except that the height scale Hs can vary over a large range whereas in the one-layer 
case H is a single value.  The case Ld/L ~ 1 is favored if the origins of the flow involve 
potential energy conversion to kinetic energy in an efficient manner.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


